V. Tibet

Status of Negotiations Between the Chinese Government and the Dalai Lama or His Representatives

There has been no formal dialogue between the Dalai Lama’s representatives and Chinese Communist Party and government officials since the ninth round of dialogue was held in January 2010.1 In its 2016 Report on Tibet Negotiations, the U.S. State Department reiterated the long-standing position of the U.S. Government that promoting substantive dialogue between the Chinese government and the Dalai Lama or his representatives is an “important U.S. foreign policy objective” and that “resumption of dialogue and steps to redress Tibetan grievances are critical to reducing the continuing high tensions between Tibetans and Chinese authorities.”2 On February 3, 2017, the Party-run Global Times reported that Zhu Weiqun, Chairperson of the Ethnic and Religious Affairs Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference and a former senior Party official, said the Chinese government would not engage in dialogue with what Zhu referred to as an “illegal group” whose aim is to split China.3

Reincarnation and the 14th Dalai Lama

The Chinese central government maintains that only it has the right to decide the Dalai Lama’s successor.4 The 14th Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, who reached the age of 82 in July 2017,5 has said “the person who reincarnates has sole legitimate authority over where and how he or she takes rebirth and how that reincarnation is to be recognized.”6 The issue of the current Dalai Lama’s reincarnation garnered substantial attention during this reporting year, prompted in part by the Dalai Lama’s travel to two places with significant historical ties to Tibetan Buddhism—Mongolia in November 2016, and Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh, India, in April 2017—and speculation that the Dalai Lama may be exploring possible places for his reincarnation.7

While in Tawang, where the Dalai Lama gave teachings to 50,000 people, he said it was “nonsense” for the Chinese government to claim that it has the right to decide his successor.8 The Dalai Lama reiterated that whether the institution of the Dalai Lama is still relevant, or if he should be the last Dalai Lama, is something for the Tibetan people to decide.9 He said he expects not only Tibetan refugees, but also others across the Himalayan region, including Tawang, to provide input into the decision regarding whether the institution should continue.10 On August 9, 2017, during a lecture in India, the Dalai Lama said that “[s]ome of the preparation for the future of the Dalai Lama institution will begin in the next one or two years.”11 He further stated that people in India and Mongolia “also have . . . responsibility” in this matter.12

Chinese authorities continued to expand the public profile of their chosen Panchen Lama, 27-year-old Gyaltse Norbu, whom Party and government officials selected as the 11th Panchen Lama in 1995, shortly after declaring the Dalai Lama’s recognition of then six-year-old Gedun Choekyi Nyima to be “illegal and invalid.”13 According to observers, Gyaltse Norbu is likely to play
a significant role in the Party and government’s selection of their endorsed successor to the 14th Dalai Lama. In August 2016, the Global Times stated that as Gyaltse Norbu becomes more involved in religious, political, and social affairs, he “is expected to mitigate” the influence of the Dalai Lama. Chinese authorities abducted Gedun Choekyi Nyima and his parents on May 17, 1995, three days after the Dalai Lama recognized him as the reincarnation of the 10th Panchen Lama, and have refused to permit an independent expert to visit him. The Panchen Lama and his family’s whereabouts remain unknown.

In August 2016, for the first time, the U.S. State Department addressed the Dalai Lama’s reincarnation in its annual Report on Tibet Negotiations, stating that as a matter of the “universally recognized right of religious freedom,” the decision regarding the Dalai Lama’s succession or reincarnation “must be reserved to the current Dalai Lama, Tibetan Buddhist leaders, and the Tibetan people.”

Despite the harsh measures that the Chinese government and Party have taken to try to undermine the stature of the Dalai Lama in the eyes of Tibetans, Tibetan Buddhists continue to revere him as their spiritual leader and take great risks to access his teachings, possess an image of him, or express their devotion in other ways. In December 2016, the Aba Intermediate People’s Court in Ma’erkang (Barkham) county, Aba (Ngaba) Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture (T&QAP), Sichuan province, reportedly sentenced at least eight Tibetans in Aba (Ngaba) county, to prison terms ranging from 5 to 14 years for involvement in activities relating to the celebration of the Dalai Lama’s 80th birthday in July 2015, including 48-year-old Bonkho Kyi, whom authorities sentenced to 7 years in prison reportedly for organizing a public picnic to celebrate the Dalai Lama’s birthday.

Security, Surveillance, and Party Policy

The government and Party continued implementing repressive policies in Tibetan autonomous areas of China through the use of extensive and intrusive surveillance, stringent measures that restrict Tibetans’ fundamental rights, and pervasive displays of police and military force, in what U.K.-based professor Tsering Topgyal has described as the “securitization” of the region, Tibetan Buddhism, and Tibetan culture. Chinese officials in the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) announced in November 2016 that they were again extending a grassroots surveillance program, first launched in October 2011, which involves the deployment of tens of thousands of cadres to rural areas to monitor local Tibetans and deepen the Party’s penetration into villages, religious institutions, and neighborhoods, stating that as a aim of preserving “social stability” and fostering support for the Party. Officials have also reportedly deployed similar methods in Tibetan areas of Sichuan, Qinghai, and Gansu provinces.

At various times during the year, the government and Party continued to use large-scale displays of military and security forces throughout Tibetan areas of China, reportedly unlinked to any actual or tangible threat of violence, which international human rights organizations described as an attempt to intimidate Tibet-
Authorities intensified the security presence during major religious festivals and "sensitive" dates, including the entire month of March 2017.26

New high-level political appointments in the TAR are unlikely to lead to any changes in current policies or methods of governance.28

In late August 2016, authorities announced that the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee had selected Wu Yingjie—an official linked to previous crackdowns who has spent most of his career in the TAR—to be the new Party Secretary of the TAR.29 In a speech Wu gave the following month, he called for "deepen[ing] the struggle against the Dalai Lama clique," which he described as "the highest priority" of the Party's ethnic affairs work.30 In January 2017, Tibetan official Qizhala (Che Dalha), the former Party secretary of Lhasa municipality, TAR, became the governor of the TAR.31

Chinese authorities continued to denounce the Dalai Lama as a "splittist"32 or "separatist,"33 blaming him and "hostile foreign forces" for "inciting separatism" in Tibetan areas of China,34 despite the fact the Dalai Lama has stated repeatedly that he seeks genuine autonomy for Tibet, not independence.35 In May 2017, the secretary of the TAR's Commission for Discipline Inspection, Wang Yongjun, alleged that some Party officials had donated funds to the Dalai Lama, and thus "severely undermine[d] the Party's fight against separatism."36 State media reported in April 2017 that authorities used polygraph tests to assess the capability and "psychological fitness" of 168 leading cadres (lingdao ganbu) in Ganzi (Kardze) Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (TAP), an area known as a stronghold of Tibetan identity and culture.37 The International Campaign for Tibet described the use of polygraphs to assess the political loyalty of Party officials as indicative of "an escalation of the [Party's] efforts to assert its dominance" amid "a climate . . . of fear and mistrust" that the Party created.38

Self-Immolations

Self-immolations by Tibetans as a form of protest reportedly focusing on religious and political issues continued during this reporting year.39 As of August 21, 2017, there were 5 known self-immolations in Tibetan autonomous areas of China, 4 of which were confirmed to be fatal, bringing the total number of such self-immolations by Tibetans living in China to 144 since 2009, 127 of which were reportedly fatal.40 This extreme form of protest and expression has become less frequent in recent years, as the Chinese government has continued to impose collective punishment on family members and others close to self-immolators in an apparent effort to deter self-immolations.41 Since 2009, many Tibetan self-immolators have called for the long life of the Dalai Lama, his return from exile, and freedom for Tibet.42

Chinese authorities responded as they have in other self-immolation cases: Officials threatened and detained family members and supporters, attempted to prevent images and videos of the self-immolations from being circulated, and detained those suspected of sharing information.43 As in previous years, self-immolation protesters called for the Dalai Lama’s long life and return, and/or freedom for Tibet.44
On December 8, 2016, 31-year-old father of two Tashi Rabten died after self-immolating in Maqu (Machu) county seat, Gannan (Kanlho) TAP, Gansu province.\textsuperscript{45} Pema Gyaltsen, a 24-year-old unmarried farmer from Xinlong (Nyagrong) county, Ganzi (Kardze) TAP, Sichuan province, self-immolated on March 18, 2017, in Ganzi county seat.\textsuperscript{46} Police reportedly took into custody nearly 200 Tibetan bystanders, some of whom had expressed solidarity with Gyaltsen.\textsuperscript{47} Reports following his self-immolation indicated that it was unclear whether he survived.\textsuperscript{48} Wangchug Tseten, a father of four in his 30s, also from Xinlong, self-immolated in the Ganzi county seat on April 15, 2017.\textsuperscript{49} Authorities reportedly detained five Tibetans in connection with the self-immolation, three for apparently being in possession of Wangchug Tseten’s mobile phone, and two others for allegedly filming his protest.\textsuperscript{50} Wangchug Tseten later died from his injuries.\textsuperscript{51} Chagdor Kyab, a 16-year-old student from Bora township, Gannan, set himself on fire near Bora Monastery on May 2, 2017.\textsuperscript{52} Chinese security forces quickly extinguished the flames and removed Chagdor Kyab from the scene.\textsuperscript{53} In the aftermath of the self-immolation, authorities briefly detained his parents twice, prevented relatives and friends from visiting the family at their home, and barred monks from performing religious rituals for Chagdor Kyab.\textsuperscript{54} He later died from his injuries.\textsuperscript{55} Jamyang Losel, a monk in his early 20s, set fire to himself in Jianzha (Chentsa) county, Huangnan (Malho) TAP, Qinghai province, on May 19, 2017, and died shortly thereafter.\textsuperscript{56} Authorities refused to return his body to his family.\textsuperscript{57}

Religious Freedom for Tibetan Buddhists

The Party and government continued to regulate Tibetan Buddhism and its practices in an effort to strengthen their control over Tibetan Buddhists, with the aim of transforming Tibetan Buddhism, monasteries and nunneries, and monastics into loyal supporters of the Party and country.\textsuperscript{58} One international scholar has described the restrictions and requirements placed on monastics and monasteries as a “pervasive regime of control.”\textsuperscript{59} Among the most significant developments this past year with respect to the right of religious freedom were the demolitions and expulsions at the famous Tibetan Buddhist institutes Larung Gar and Yachen Gar.\textsuperscript{60} [For information on the relevant law relating to religious freedom in China, see Section II—Freedom of Religion—International and Chinese Law on Religious Freedom.]
Demolitions and Expulsions at Two Famous Tibetan Buddhist Institutes

**Larung Gar**

In mid-July 2016, Chinese authorities in Ganzi (Kardze) Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (TAP), Sichuan province, began the process of demolishing dwellings and expelling monks and nuns at Larung Gar Buddhist Institute, in Seda (Serthar) county, Ganzi TAP. The Seda county government, reportedly operating under instructions from “higher authorities,” mandated that by September 2017, Larung Gar’s occupancy could not exceed 5,000 residents.

In June 2017, a senior abbot at Larung Gar told the community that since 2016, Chinese authorities had expelled “more than 4,828 monks and nuns” and that “4,725 monastic dwellings” had been demolished. Before the expulsions began in 2016, estimates suggested that the population of Larung Gar, one of the world’s largest Buddhist institutes, was at least 10,000, if not higher—comprised not only of Tibetan monks and nuns, but also thousands of Han Chinese practitioners, as well as students from India and Western countries. In March 2017, a senior abbot told the remaining residents: “Those who have left had never wanted to leave. All left against their own wish.” He also urged them not to protest what he described as the “implementation of Chinese government policy” which he said came from “senior levels of government.” Sources reported the expulsions and demolitions caused significant distress and despair within the community, including the suicide of three nuns in protest during the summer of 2016. In addition, Chinese authorities across the TAR subjected monks and nuns expelled from Larung Gar to periods of “patriotic education” lasting from several weeks to six months upon arrival in their home localities, before officials allowed them to return to their family homes.

Official explanations of the measures taken at Larung Gar included concerns about overcrowding, health and safety, and the desire to make a “more orderly, beautiful land.” Some observers believe that Chinese authorities’ purpose in reducing the size of Larung Gar was to contain and control its influence, and to further restrict religious freedom. The popularity of Larung Gar among Han Chinese may also have been a factor. According to the International Campaign for Tibet and the Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy (TCHRD), the expulsions and demolitions at Larung Gar were also driven by the Chinese government’s plans to increase business and tourism in the area, which would further marginalize the religious community. A Tibetan monastic instructor told a TCHRD source in late July 2017 that “[m]ost of the people who now come to Larung Gar are tourists rather than people who want to practice Buddhism.”
Demolitions and Expulsions at Two Famous Tibetan Buddhist Institutes—Continued

Yachen Gar

Yachen Gar, located in Beiyu (Pelyul) county, Ganzi (Kardze) TAP, Sichuan, had an estimated population of 10,000, comprised mainly of nuns, before expulsions at Yachen Gar began in April 2016. By mid-September 2016, authorities at the institute had expelled as many as 1,000 nuns who originally came from the TAR. Authorities reportedly threatened family members of nuns at Yachen Gar from the TAR with punishment if the nuns did not return to their place of household registration (hukou). The demolition of approximately 200 dwellings to accommodate new curb and sidewalk construction, in addition to other construction projects, indicated that Chinese authorities were preparing Yachen Gar for an influx of tourists. In August 2017, Radio Free Asia reported that demolitions were continuing at Yachen Gar. Chinese officials reportedly ordered the expulsion of 2,000 nuns and monks and the demolition of 2,000 houses by the end of 2017.

Various human rights are implicated in the Chinese government’s demolitions and forced expulsions at the two Buddhist institutes. Six UN special rapporteurs jointly submitted a letter to the Chinese government in November 2016, in which they wrote that “grave concern is expressed over the serious repression of the Buddhist Tibetans’ cultural and religious practices and learning in Larung Gar and Yachen Gar.” The U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom described the destruction at Larung Gar as exemplifying the Chinese government’s “desire to eviscerate the teachings and study of Tibetan Buddhism that are integral to the faith.” In addition, by compelling relocation of monks and nuns from Larung Gar and Yachen Gar, Chinese authorities also arguably violated their rights of freedom of residence and movement.

Freedom of Movement

As in previous years, Chinese authorities tightly restricted the freedom of movement of Tibetans, both domestically and internationally, in contravention of international human rights standards. Chinese authorities continued to restrict access to the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) for Tibetans not from the TAR. Moreover, in August 2017, the State Council announced that the government would cap the permanent resident population in the central urban areas of Lhasa municipality, TAR, at 500,000 by 2020. According to Chinese census data, in 2010, there were 559,423 permanent residents in Lhasa. In April 2017, authorities reportedly required residents of Xinlong (Nyagrong) county, Ganzi (Kardze) Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (TAP), Sichuan province, to obtain three different permits—village, township, and county—in order to travel to Ganzi township, the county seat of Ganzi county, Ganzi TAP, after two Tibetans from Xinlong self-immolated there within one month of each other. [For information on international legal standards regarding freedom of movement, see Section II—Freedom of Residence and Movement—International Travel, Domestic Movement.]
Tibet

The Chinese government severely restricts the ability of Tibetans to travel abroad. It is very difficult for Tibetans to obtain passports, and even if obtained, Chinese authorities may easily confiscate or cancel them. Chinese authorities made concerted efforts to prevent an estimated 7,000 Tibetan pilgrims from attending the Kalachakra ceremony and teachings given by the Dalai Lama in Bodh Gaya, India, in January 2017. The International Campaign for Tibet described these efforts as “the most systematic crackdown so far linked to a Dalai Lama’s teaching in exile.”

In October 2016, Chinese authorities began to confiscate Tibetans’ passports and ordered thousands of Tibetans who had already managed to travel to Nepal and India on pilgrimage to return to China. In late November, the Dalai Lama granted a special audience and gave teachings in Dharamsala, India, to over 1,000 Tibetans who were ordered to return to China. Chinese authorities threatened various punishments if pilgrims disobeyed the order to return, including detention and loss of pension and jobs for themselves or their family members; monks were told they would not be permitted to return to their monasteries.

Chinese authorities labeled the Dalai Lama’s Kalachakra “illegal” and reportedly prohibited Tibetans from sharing news or organizing local gatherings related to the teachings. Tibetan sources in Qinghai and Sichuan provinces, nonetheless, told Radio Free Asia that Tibetans were holding small gatherings to pray and to participate in the Kalachakra teachings via the Internet.

Freedom of Expression

Chinese authorities continued to detain and imprison Tibetans for exercising their rights to freedom of expression and opinion, and for engaging in solo peaceful protests. Several representative cases follow.

- In November 2016, a court in Heishui (Trochu) county, Aba (Ngaba) Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture (T&QAP), Sichuan province, sentenced Lobsang Sonam, a 23-year-old monk from Kirti Monastery, to six years in prison for sharing information and images about Tibet with entities outside of China.
- Sonam Tashi, a 20-year-old resident of Seda (Serthar) county, Ganzi (Kardze) TAP, Sichuan, was detained by police in January 2017 after engaging in a peaceful solo protest during which he called for the long life of the Dalai Lama and freedom for Tibet, while dispersing leaflets as he walked along the street. Police seized him quickly, and his whereabouts are unknown.
- On February 25, 2017, public security officials in Aba county, Aba T&QAP, detained Lobsang Tsultrim, a young Kirti Monastery monk, following his peaceful solo protest calling for the Dalai Lama’s return and freedom for Tibetans. As of August 2017, his condition and whereabouts were unknown.
- Authorities took Gedun, a young villager from Shiqu (Sershul) county, Ganzi TAP, into custody in early March 2017, and reportedly severely beat him for sharing photos of the Dalai Lama, the Tibetan national flag, and essays about the
preservation of the Tibetan language on the messaging service WeChat.\textsuperscript{108}

\textit{Status of Tibetan Culture}

China’s 2016–2020 National Human Rights Action Plan (HRAP) provides both “the cultural rights of ethnic minorities shall be guaranteed” and that “[t]he right of ethnic minorities to learn, use and develop their own spoken and written languages shall be respected and guaranteed,”\textsuperscript{109} echoing provisions of China’s Constitution, the PRC Regional Ethnic Autonomy Law, and the PRC Education Law.\textsuperscript{109} Tibetan culture and language face increasing pressure and marginalization, however, as the Chinese government and Party continue to promote Mandarin Chinese as the main language of instruction in Tibetan areas.\textsuperscript{110} Given the inextricable link between language, culture, and identity,\textsuperscript{111} and the need for Tibetan language in order to access Buddhist texts,\textsuperscript{112} Chinese authorities view Tibetan-language instruction as a potential security issue—a force that could fuel “separatism.”\textsuperscript{113} Public security officials detained Tibetan language rights advocate and entrepreneur Tashi Wangchug\textsuperscript{114} in January 2016 in Yushu (Kyegudo) city, Yushu TAR, Qinghai province, following a November 2015 New York Times report and video of his efforts to advocate for a genuine Tibetan-Mandarin bilingual education system.\textsuperscript{115} Authorities subsequently indicted Tashi Wangchug for “inciting separatism,” and he remains detained awaiting trial.\textsuperscript{116}

Despite the risks, Tibetans continue to organize Tibetan-language literacy groups,\textsuperscript{117} and during this past year, several open letters and essays written by Tibetans appeared online expressing concern about the state of “bilingual education.”\textsuperscript{118} A Washington Post reporter wrote that several Tibetans he spoke with in Lhasa municipality, TAR, in September 2016, expressed unhappiness that young Tibetans study in Mandarin as their primary language of instruction, and study and speak Tibetan as if it were a foreign language.\textsuperscript{119}

\textit{Economic Development and Tourism}

The Chinese government has long held the view that economic development is the key to solidifying its control in Tibet.\textsuperscript{120} The Commission, however, observed no evidence during its 2002–2017 period of reporting that the Party or government solicited systematic or representative input from the Tibetan population on economic development in autonomous Tibetan areas of China.\textsuperscript{121} Much central government investment for development has targeted large-scale infrastructure projects and government administration.\textsuperscript{122} Experts note that Han Chinese have mainly benefited from the job opportunities that these projects have created, because many Tibetans are disadvantaged in competing with Han migrant workers, who generally have higher levels of education as well as requisite Mandarin skills.\textsuperscript{123} In September 2016, a TAR official told a group of foreign reporters that the Chinese government’s goal was to turn Tibet into a “world-class tourism destination.”\textsuperscript{124} Millions of Chinese tourists travel to the TAR each year, and the government is planning to attract more foreign visitors to the TAR.\textsuperscript{125} The pres-
sure placed on Tibetan culture, livelihood, and identity by the influx of Han migrants and tourists is substantial. In April 2017, reports emerged that the Chinese government is considering making the entire Tibetan plateau into a national park, which will be open mainly to tourists, and will impact many Tibetan residents. In July 2017, the China Daily reported that the government would build China’s first Mars simulation base in the Haixi Mongolian and Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Qinghai province, and that it would “be turned into a cultural and tourist experience base.”
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